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In The Innovator’s Dilemma Clayton Christensen explores why established companies seem unable to cope with disruptive technologies and tend
to cede their leading positions to newcomers, assuming they even survive the
transition to the new technology. His conclusion is that companies are unable to adapt because disruptive technologies do not fit within the established
companies’ established markets. At times the market for the disruptive technology does not yet exist. Even if the market does exist, it does not make
sense for the established company to pursue the new markets the disruptive
technology would serve because the margins are usually much lower than
with their current technology. All companies have fiduciary responsibilities
to their investors to grow larger as quickly as can be responsibly done and
these disruptive technologies with their low margins cannot meet those financial goals. A summary of the disruptive technology time line Christensen
constructs would go as follows. A new company develops disruptive technology. At first the disruptive technology is inferior to the current market
leader in some key way. Because of competitive forces, the companies innovate the mainstream technology beyond what the average person needs. As
the disruptive technology companies innovate to compete in their market,
they eventually reach a level where they can be used by the mainstream
market. They have all the old features the consumers needed in addition
to their disruptive technology and this leads consumers to abandon the old
technology.[6] This paper will explore how the ARM central processing unit
(CPU) is a disruptive CPU architecture that will potentially unseat the mainstream x86/x86-64 CPU architecture.
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At the outset of the personal computer (PC) revolution nearly every computer company not only had their own operating system, but also had their
own custom CPU. One of these companies was a British computer company,
Acorn Computers, which, in 1985, created the ARM CPU for their latest
computer.[5] While Intel had chosen for their x86 CPUs to be Complex instruction set computing (CISC), Acorn chose for their CPUs to be Reduced
instruction set computing (RISC). RISC is a simpler architecture which uses
fewer transistors, reducing design costs and consuming less power. “The
ARM (Acorn RISC Machine) CPU had performance comparable to the Motorola 68000 used in early Macs, but with half as many transistors, which
meant it consumed less power and generated less heat.”[14] However, RISC
CPUs require more instructions per operation and, therefore use more RAM.
At that time, RAM was very expensive while there was no advantage to
consuming less power.[8] CISC designs also require less complex compilers
to turn the high level code to machine code. Additionally, CISC designs
have “fast floating point performance and improved cache performance.”[10]
Cache, the fastest memory available to CPUs is very expensive so there was
a huge benefit to being able to use a smaller cache. These various properties
gave the advantage to Intel. This, together with Windows targeting the Intel
platform, left Acorn computers as the only PCs running on the ARM architecture. In time all PCs other than Apple’s came to run on Intel (or Intel
clone) CPUs. (And even Apple eventually switched from PowerPC CPUs to
Intel CPUs in the 2000s)
As PC customers continued to demand faster and faster processors Intel
and its competitors complied by increasing processor speed. This began to
cause a differentiation between chips used for PCs and chips used for more
general purpose appliances. Processor speed increases were achieved by the
sustaining innovation of increasing the numbers of transistors on a chip.
Transistors are small electrical switches and the process of switching them
on and off requires electricity to do the work and, as in most times when work
is done, causes heat to be released as a by-product. Therefore, as processors
increase in speed by increasing the number of transistors on a chip, they
also increase in thermal output and power consumption. For example, the
Pentium 4 630 consumes 86 Watts of power while idle and 155 watts under
load. The next generation CPU, the Intel Core 2 Extreme QX6850 consumes
94 watts while idle and 195 watts while under load.[17] Since the main PC
platform was the desktop, this increase in power consumption did not matter
to the user. The market forces they exerted on Intel were demanding faster
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and faster processors no matter the power consumption. The increased heat
these faster processors produce is one of the reasons the processors released
in the last few years (at the time paper is being written) have been multi-core
systems. A 2007 article on Tom’s Hardware stated, “The Pentium 4 500 series
was available at up to 3.8 GHz (model 570) while the 600 series maxed out at
3.6 GHz (Pentium 4 660). Plans to cross the 4 GHz line were discussed, but
heat dissipation put an end to that idea, so Intel worked towards getting the
first dual core processors ready.”[18] This extra heat and power consumption
were a drag on laptop battery lifetimes, but as Windows was only available
on the Intel platform, users did not have a choice. Just as Christensen
predicted, Intel’s continuous sustaining innovation meant they were overproviding for the customer’s needs and consumers were now ready to consider
features other than processor speed.[6] This oversupply of processing power
has become especially pronounced in recent years as a lot of compute power
has been offloaded to Internet-based programs. Customers are now ready for
something disruptive.
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s consumers were moving away from other
operating systems such as Amiga, Acorn, etc and moving towards Windows.
That meant using an Intel (or clone) machine. Meanwhile, as Christensen
predicts would happen, Acorn looked for new markets that would appreciate
its low heat and low power consumption CPU [6] Around that time Apple
was looking for a low power, low heat chip for its innovative personal digital
assistant (PDA), the Newton. They first tried to use the AT&T processor
named Hobbit for their PDA. However, it was not powerful enough for only
one processor to be used in the PDA. When Apple found out about the ARM
line of processors, it bought a stake in ARM and Acorn spun off Advanced
RISC Machines as a new company to manage the design.[14] ARM found a
partner appreciative of their chip’s advantages. Although the Netwon turned
out to be a market failure, Advanced RISC Machines had found a market
that appreciated their strengths: the portable and embedded market. The
portable market needed low power consumption so that the batteries could
last a reasonable amount of time before recharging. (Even more important
with the battery technology of the early 1990s than it is today) And embedded devices are usually very small, and, thus, require as little heat dissipation
as possible in order not to ruin the other chips in the device. Advanced RISC
Machines had also found their new business model. They would create the
basic intellectual property (IP) behind their chips and then license it to other
companies to integrate into their own products.[1]
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Of course, as Christensen tells us in The Innovator’s Dilemma, companies
often know about disruptive technologies and develop their own version.[6]
Intel was not blind to the advantages of the RISC CPU, especially as RAM
prices began to fall. So Intel developed the i860. However, Christensen tells
us that under most circumstances a company cannot support both sustaining
and disruptive technologies.[6] One market or the other must prevail within a
company. Intel’s then-CEO Andy Groves recalled that challenge in his book
Only the Paranoid Survive:
We now had two very powerful chips that we were introducing at just about the same time: the 486, largely based on CISC
technology and compatible with all the PC software, and the
i860, based on RISC technology, which was very fast but compatible with nothing. We didn’t know what to do. So we introduced both, figuring we’d let the marketplace decide. However,
things were not that simple. Supporting a microprocessor architecture with all the necessary computer-related products – software, sales, and technical support – takes enormous resources.
Even a company like Intel had to strain to do an adequate job
with just one architecture. And now we had two different and
competing efforts, each demanding more and more internal resources. Development projects have a tendency to want to grow
like the proverbial mustard seed. The fight for resources and for
marketing attention (for example, when meeting with the customer, which processor should we highlight) led to internal debates that were fierce enough to tear apart our microprocessor
organization. Meanwhile, our equivocation caused our customers
to wonder what Intel really stood for, the 486 or i860?[11]
So, when confronted with the fact that everything up to that point was
compatible with their x86 chips, which had retained backwards compatibility
across the entire line, or starting from scratch, they decided to stick with the
486. After all, AMD was creating clone chips and they might have lost
the entire market to AMD if the vendors hadn’t also jumped over to the
new architecture. So the market kept Intel from moving over to a RISC
CPU at that time. Christensen mentions that these market forces often keep
companies from adopting disruptive technology. [6] But it would not be the
last time that Intel worked with this architecture.
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In the mid-1990s the PDA market that Apple had attempted to spearhead
was finally booming. Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) licensed ARM
technology to create the StrongARM processor to power these new devices.
ARM’s continued innovation had led to a chip that was perfect for this market
and which could not be matched by Intel’s x86 line. The StrongARM, based
on the ARM4, ran at 160 MHz while consuming only 500mW of power.
Montanaro, et al wrote, in a paper about the StrongARM, “This represents
a significantly higher performance than is currently available at this power
level.”[16] In 1997 as the result of the settlement of a lawsuit between DEC
and Intel over patent infringement, Intel acquired the right to produce and
sell DEC’s chips, including StrongARM. [15] Intel then worked with Marvell
to develop a follow-on chip called XScale, based on the ARM5 technology.
However, in 2006, Intel once again divested themselves of this technology by
selling the entire stake in the venture to Marvell for $600 million. AMD also
rid itself of similar technology it had acquired. Intel stated it wished to do
this in order to focus on its x86 chips. [7]
So why would Intel continuously discard this RISC technology over it’s
older CISC-based technology? Is it just because everything up until now has
run on the x86 architecture? Christensen tells us to take a look at the profit
margins because disruptive technology usually has low profit margins that
will not allow the company to meet its growth targets for its investors.[6]
Indeed, in the 2006 deal Marvell cited a reason for Intel’s sale of XScale
technology: “$100 million per quarter, albeit with low margins caused by
production constraints”[7] In 2008 an article on Tom’s Hardware stated that
“Intel Builds Atom CPU For $8, Sells It For Up To $135” giving it margins
of $127.[12] ARM, on the other hand, makes less than $10 in licensing costs
according to Gassée who states that “Intel might harbor the usual cannibalization fear: cheaper ARM processors might displace x86 CPUs”[9] And as
commodity hardware has made its way into supercomputers, Intel is chasing higher profit margins by invading the space once held by supercomputer
manufacturers like Cray. It does not have time to concern itself with these
low margin technologies that have nothing to do with its market. But should
it?
As mentioned above, Advanced RISC Machines does not manufacture its
own chips. Consistent with the properties of a disruptive technology company as described in The Innovator’s Dilemma, it essentially out-sources
all production by simply being a license holder.[6] Therefore, unlike Intel,
ARM does not need to maintain chip fabrication facilities, allowing it to
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better deal with the lower margins. This also allows ARM to change their
chip designs to match market needs without having to worry about discarding expensive fabrication equipment. Additionally, since it does not create
any chips, nearly all of its design is done in software, decreasing costs to
the company. Up until now Intel has not had to worry about ARM eating
into its x86 market. As with all disruptive technologies, it was not powerful
enough in the established market (power desktop PCs) so it found its own
market. It started off with PDAs and other embedded technology. According to ARM’s Company Overview for investors, their “designs are used in
more than 95% of the world’s mobile phones”[1]. Browsing their corporate
website shows their chips are being used in TVs, routers, car entertainment
devices, digital cameras, and as control chips on hard drives and solid state
drives. Graphics company Nvidia has based their new Tegra 2 system on a
chip (SOC) on ARM technology.[3] A SOC combines the CPU and graphics processing unit (GPU) onto one chip and presents direct competition to
Intel’s x86-based SOC offerings. As I mentioned above, and consistent with
Christensen’s observations, as Intel has made their processors more powerful
than customers demand, power consumption has moved to become the new
desire of customers who increasingly use mobile devices as their main computing platform.[6] Also consistent with Christensen, ARM has greedily eyed
the higher margins in the PC market. As reported earlier this year, there
are rumors that Apple will be replacing Intel CPUs with ARM CPUs for
its laptops and may do so for its desktops as well.[4] One of the trends that
worked against ARM in the late 80s and early 90s was that all the operating
systems were designed for Intel (and clone) chips. That trend is changing as
Microsoft announced that Windows 8 would run on ARM on tablets. And,
although, they later backtracked a bit and said that only certain Microsoft
programs would be compiled for the ARM chip it was still blow to Intel.[13]
ARM also has support of the Linux Kernel and many of the major Linux
distributions fully support ARM. [2] In fact, the author of this paper owns a
computer running the Arch Linux distribution on an ARM chip created by
Marvell and its performance is nearly indistinguishable for most basic computing tasks from its x86 brethren while consuming two orders of magnitude
less power. With the current “green” technology trends power consumption
may become important to desktop users as well.
I believe the biggest takeaway from studying the company is the market
flexibility they gained by being a licensor of technology. This allows them to
excel at design and allowing others to excel at integration, marketing, and all
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the other aspects of bringing a technology to market. Each company is free
to integrate the chip as best fits the product they are designing. I believe
it is such a powerful way to come up with new technology – leveraging the
strengths of many companies – that it may well become the new paradigm,
an extension of where business have already been going with the way they
source parts globally. Innovators will design core bits of technology that will
be combined by other companies to create the final product the user sees.
So, at the time of this paper’s completion, it appears that ARM is on the
cusp of making the jump from the market it needed to create as a disruptive
technology to the market Intel has dominated. It has already gained near
100% market share on portable devices. It is too early to tell if ARM will be
successful or if Intel will be able to innovate to match ARM’s benefits and
stem the losses. Christensen’s examples in The Innovator’s Dilemma do not
place the odds in Intel’s favor, but it is not completely unprecedented for
the company to be able to survive. Intel is said to finally be pursuing chips
that may be able to compete with the power draw and heat dissipation of
ARM’s chips.[4] Additionally, it is the niche Linux OSes that have the best
support for ARM such that the experience would be exactly the same for the
user regardless of CPU. Microsoft and Apple have been making motions in
the direction of ARM, which would be a huge game changer. Only time will
tell. However, ARM certainly has the hallmarks of a disruptive technology
company that may win. It is smaller than Intel and AMD, its technology is
cheaper than the competition, it provides a need the market is demanding
now that it is sated on processor speeds (ARM’s traditional disadvantage is
no longer a disadvantage), and it has caught up on processor speeds to a level
that is acceptable to the customers. By organizing itself as a research and
licensing company it has virtually eliminated the cost of being nimble while
Intel maybe have to change its fabrication processes and equipment in order
to produce chips that compete with ARM. Nearly the entire trajectory of
Advanced RISC Machines has tracked with that of a disruptive technology
company as described in The Innovator’s Dilemma.
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â€¢ IntelÂ® Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions (IntelÂ® AES-NI) allows systems to quickly encrypt and decrypt data
running over a range of applications and transactions.Â 3. improvements in the Intel Xeon processor E7 family combine to reduce
system idle power consumption (in watts measured at the wall) up to 27 percent and deliver up to a 50-percent performance-per-watt
improvement.13. The power of Intelâ€™s volume production economies also helps reduce costs.Â How to Realize Improved
Performance and ROI. Financial institutions can achieve these goals by taking these steps: â€¢ Plan the migration. Segmentation,
targeting, positioning in the Marketing strategy of Intel â€“. Competitive advantage in the Marketing strategy of Intel â€“. BCG Matrix in
the Marketing strategy of Intel â€“. Distribution strategy in the Marketing strategy of Intel â€“.Â Market analysis in the Marketing strategy
of Intel â€“. Customer analysis in the Marketing strategy of Intel â€“. Segmentation, targeting, positioning in the Marketing strategy of
Intel â€“. Intel uses demographic and psychographic segmentation variables so as to tap the changing needs of the market.Â Widely
known for its processors and advanced chips, Intel position its offerings based on the productâ€™s benefits and usage. Marketing mix
â€“ Here is the Marketing mix of Intel. SWOT analysis â€“ Here is the SWOT analysis of Intel. Intel Capital believes a diverse workforce
enhances innovation, and its investments reflect this. In 2019, Intel Capital made 32 percent of its new investments in startups led by
women, underrepresented minorities, members of the LGBTQ community, entrepreneurs living with disabilities and/or veterans, up from
18 percent in 2018. In 2015, Intel Capital announced its goal to invest $125 million over five years in companies with diverse
leadership.Â Statements were provided by the companies mentioned in the article. Such statements are naturally subject to risks and
uncertainties. Actual results may be materially different from those anticipated by such statements. Intel Xeon processors and open
standards initiatives have given solu-tion providers new alternatives to meet the demanding requirements of mission-critical systems.
With performance and reliability features necessary to keep business system available, plus an open standards-based approach, Intel
Xeon processors enable more vendors to deliver more powerful systems. This creates a more competitive environment, which drives
down costs, while enabling greater innovation and adding competitive features.Â Oracle develops its products with upcoming
generations of pre-release Intel-based servers in the lab, and by the time customers deploy the solutions in their own environments,
they get a fine-tuned solution stack built of components that work together seamlessly. Intel added to its data-centric product offerings in
the second quarter with the introduction of new 3rd Gen IntelÂ® XeonÂ® Scalable processors and new additions to its hardware and
software AI portfolio for data center, network and intelligent-edge environments. Intel's memory business (NSG) set a new revenue
record in the quarter, and Intel's portfolio for 5G network infrastructure gained customer momentum, most notably the 10nm-based Intel
AtomÂ® P5900 for wireless base stations. Mobileye continued to win new ADAS designs in a challenging economic environment for
automotive, and Inte...

